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Abstract

This work addresses the question of the local-001
ization of the syntactic information encoding002
in the Transformers representations. We tackle003
this question from two perspectives, consid-004
ering the object-past participle agreement in005
French, by identifying, first, in which part of006
the sentence and, second, in which part of the007
representation syntactic information is encoded.008
The results of our experiments using probing,009
causal analysis and feature selection method,010
show that syntactic information is encoded lo-011
cally in a way consistent with the French gram-012
mar.013

1 Introduction014

Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) have become015

a key component in many NLP models, arguably016

because of their capacity to uncover distributed017

representation of tokens (Hinton et al., 1986) that018

are contextualized: thanks to a multi-head self-019

attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015), a020

token representation can, virtually, depend on the021

representation of all other tokens in the sentence,022

and transformers are able to learn a weighting to se-023

lect which tokens are relevant to its interpretation.024

Many works (Rogers et al., 2020) have striven025

to analyze the representations uncovered by trans-026

formers to find out whether they are consistent with027

models derived from linguistic theories. One of the028

main analysis methods is the long-distance agree-029

ment task popularized by Linzen et al. (2016) that030

consists in assessing the capacity of a neural net-031

work to predict the correct form of a token (e.g.032

a verb) in accordance with the agreement rules033

(e.g. its subject). This method has been general-034

ized to other agreements (Li et al., 2021) and other035

languages (Gulordava et al., 2018). The concor-036

dant conclusions of all these experiments show037

that transformers are able to learn a ‘substantial038

amount’ of syntactic information (Belinkov and039

Glass, 2019).040

If the method of Linzen et al. (2016) makes it 041

possible to show that syntactic information is en- 042

coded in neural representations, it does not give any 043

indication on its localization: it is not clear whether 044

the syntactic information is distributed over the 045

whole sentence (as made possible by self-attention) 046

or only in a way consistent with the syntax of the 047

language, i.e. only in the tokens involved in the 048

agreement rules. 049

This work addresses the question: where the syn- 050

tactic information is encoded in transformer rep- 051

resentations. We approach this question from two 052

perspectives, considering the object-past participle 053

agreement in French (Section 2). First, in Sec- 054

tion 3, using probing and counter-factual analysis, 055

we try to identify the tokens in which syntactic in- 056

formation is encoded in order to find its localization 057

within the sentence. Second, in Section 4, using a 058

feature selection method, we study the localization 059

of syntactic information within the representation 060

of a token in the sentence. 061

2 The Object-Participle Agreement Task 062

Task We consider the object-past participle 063

agreement in French object relatives to evaluate 064

the capacity of transformers to capture syntactic 065

information. This task consists in comparing the 066

probabilities a language model assigns to the sin- 067

gular and plural forms of a past participle given 068

the beginning of the sentence. As represented in 069

Figure 1 the probability of a past participle form is 070

conditioned on all the words in the prefix and the 071

context. Following Linzen et al. (2016) the model 072

is considered to predict the agreement correctly if 073

the form with the correct number has a higher prob- 074

ability than the form with the incorrect number. 075

Contrary to the classical subject verb agreement 076

task (Linzen et al., 2016), the French object past 077

participle involves a filler gap dependency and the 078

target past participle has to agree with a noun that 079

is never adjacent to it. In our case, it features a syn- 080
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Ce soir les amis que j’ ai rencontrés à l’ université viennent manger
This evening the friends that I have met at the university come eat

DET-sg NOUN-sg DET-pl NOUN-Pl PRON PRON-1Sg AUX-Sg VERB-Pl ADP DET-Sg NOUN-Sg VERB-Pl VERB-Inf

acl:relcl

obj

Figure 1: Example of object-past participle agreement in French object relatives. Dependencies between the target
verb (in red) and the tokens involved in the agreement rules using the Universal Dependencies annotation guidelines
are also shown. The prefix is represented in blue, the context in yellow and the suffix in green. To predict the past
participle number, a human is expected to get the feature from the object relative pronoun (que) that gets it from its
antecedent (amis in bold green)

tactic structure that allows us to highlight the way081

information is distributed in the sentence (§3.1).082

Figure 1 gives an example of the sentences con-083

sidered here. It involves sentences the verb of084

which is in the compound past (passé composé), a085

tense formed using an auxiliary and the past partici-086

ple of the verb. In compound past, when the past087

participle is used with the auxiliary avoir, it has to088

agree in number1 with its direct object when the089

latter is placed before it in the sentence. This is no-090

tably the case for object relatives considered here,091

in which the direct object is the relative pronoun092

que that gets its features from the its antecedent.093

To correctly agree the past participle in object rela-094

tives, it is therefore necessary to identify the object095

relative pronoun, its antecedent and the auxiliary.096

Experimental Setting We reuse the dataset of097

Li et al. (2021): they have extracted, with simple098

heuristics a set of 68,497 such sentences after hav-099

ing automatically parsed the Gutenberg corpus with100

a BERT based dependency parser (Le et al., 2020).101

The experiments are carried out with the incre-102

mental transformer designed by Li et al. (2021),103

which was trained on 90 millions tokens of French104

Wikipedia, and has 16 layers and 16 heads. Word105

embeddings are of size 768. This model is able to106

predict 93.5% of the past participle forms, a result107

that allows these authors to conclude that syntactic108

information are encoded in the representations.109

3 Are Syntactic Information Locally or110

Globally Distributed in the Sentence?111

Results reported in the previous section show that112

information about the number of the past participle113

is encoded in the token representations but they do114

not allow to identify which tokens are used to pre-115

dict the correct form of the past participle. In this116

1The past participle must agree in number and in gender.
For clarity, we will only consider agreement in number.

section, we first identify in which tokens syntactic 117

information is encoded and then which tokens the 118

prediction of the past participle form relies on. 119

3.1 Probing Experiments 120

In a first set of experiments, we propose to use 121

linguistic probes to better identify where in the 122

sentence the information about the number of the 123

past participle is encoded. A probe is a classifier 124

trained to predict linguistic properties from the lan- 125

guage representations(Hewitt and Manning, 2019). 126

More precisely, we associate each sentence of 127

our dataset with a label describing the number of 128

the target verb and consider the task of predicting 129

this label given a token representation. We trained 130

one logistic regression classifier per category of 131

word2 considering 80% of the examples as training 132

data and the remaining 20% as a test set. 133

Table 1 reports the averaged accuracy achieved 134

by our probes on different parts of the sentence. We 135

observe that the past participle number information 136

is essentially encoded locally within the tokens of 137

the context and is not represented uniformly across 138

all the tokens of sentences. 139

Indeed, as expected,3 in the prefix (before the 140

antecedent) the performance of the probe mainly 141

reflects the difference between the prior probabili- 142

ties of the two classes.4 By contrast, the accuracy 143

becomes high when the tokens of the context are 144

considered as input features of the probe, showing 145

that the information required to predict the correct 146

past participle form is spread over all tokens be- 147

tween the antecedent (where the number of the 148

past participle is specified) and the past participle 149

(where the information is ‘used’). It is quite re- 150

markable that, as soon as the past participle has 151

2See detailed description in Section A of the appendix.
3Recall that we are considering an incremental model in

which a token representations can only depend on the preced-
ing tokens. The following tokens are masked.

4In the dataset, 65% of the past participles are singular.
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Averaged Accuracy
correct

predictions
wrong

predictions
overall

prefix 60.2%±0.3 51.6%±0.5 59.4%±0.3

context 94.6%±0.9 83.9%±1.4 94.4%±1.1

suffix 72.2%±2.1 62.1%±2.2 71.6%±2.1

Table 1: Accuracy achieved by our probes on different
sentence parts (see Figure 1).

been observed and the information on the number152

of the antecedent is no longer useful, the token153

representations no longer encodes it: in the suffix154

the probe accuracy drops sharply even if it remains155

better than that observed in the prefix.156

To get a more accurate picture of how the num-157

ber information is distributed within the context,158

we focus on a specific sentence template: we only159

consider sentences in which the antecedent is sepa-160

rated from the participle only by a noun phrase (the161

subject of the verb) as in the following example:5162

(1) ...
...

conseils
advices

que
that

mon
my

ami
friends

a
have

donnés
suggested

...

...
163

... ANTEC-PL PRON DET-SG NOUN-SG AUX-PL PP-PL ..164

This pattern represents 4% of the examples of the165

original dataset (2,991 sentences). Note that, in this166

pattern there is an attractor between the antecedent167

of object pronoun and the target verb, i.e. a noun168

with (possibly) misleading agreement feature.169

Figure 2 reports the probing accuracy at each170

position. In the prefix (i.e. b-positions) the probe171

accuracy is low, except for the two positions just172

before the antecedent, which often correspond to173

determiners or adjectives that have to agree in num-174

ber with the antecedent. On the contrary, in the175

context, the predictions of the probe are almost per-176

fect, even when we are probing tokens marked with177

a number information that is not necessarily related178

to the number of the past participle (e.g. the auxil-179

iary or the attractor). Accuracy in the suffix drops180

quickly as we move away from the past participle,181

especially in the presence of an attractor. These182

observations confirm that the number information183

is not distributed over all tokens in the sentence.184

3.2 Causal intervention on attention185

As it stands, we observe that number information is186

encoded only in the context part of sentences. Now187

we test which tokens are responsible for providing188

the information. To do so, we design a causal189

5See Appendix B for results on a second pattern.

Figure 2: Probing accuracy at each position of the first
pattern. The bI (resp. aI) position denotes the I-th
token before (resp. after) the pattern.

experiment in which we mask some tokens of the 190

context to better figure out their role in the decision. 191

Masking Tokens in Self-Attention Computation 192

Self-attention is a core component of transformers. 193

In our causal analysis we mask some representa- 194

tions in the context to the self-attention layer. By 195

design, incremental transformers are already mask- 196

ing the end of the sentence with a boolean mask 197

to prevent a token representation to attend to the 198

future tokens. We extend this mechanism to mask, 199

when computing the past participle representation, 200

additional tokens from the sentence prefix such as 201

the antecedent and the relative pronoun. 202

This intervention allows us to suppress direct 203

access to some tokens such as the antecedent (and 204

its number) when building the past participle rep- 205

resentation, even if the latter can still access them 206

indirectly: it indeed relies on all other tokens in the 207

sentence for which the mask is kept unchanged. It 208

is then possible, as featured in ablation experiments, 209

to compare performances on the agreement task 210

with and without intervention to evaluate whether 211

the representation of a given token has a direct im- 212

pact on the prediction of the past participle form. 213

Results Table 2 reports the accuracy on the verb- 214

past participle agreement task when some of the 215

tokens in the context are masked. Accuracies are 216

broken down by the number of attractors found in 217

the context, a proxy to the difficulty of the pre- 218

diction (Gulordava et al., 2018). Results show 219

that masking either of the tokens involved in the 220

agreement rule (i.e. the relative pronoun que or 221

the antecedent) strongly degrades prediction per- 222

formance. On the contrary, masking all tokens in 223

context except these two and the token before the 224

target verb (generally the auxiliary) has a limited 225
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subset
size

(in sentences)
Original

Mask all except
Antec que Aux

Mask Antec Mask que Mask Antec+que

Overall 68,200 93.6%±1.2 85.3%±3.1 84%±2 79%±1 76.6%±0.7

0 attractor 59,915 95.4%±0.9 87.3%±3.0 87.5%±1.7 82.9%±0.9 81.3%±0.6

1 attractors 7,090 82.8%±2.5 71.3%±3.9 61.1%±4.2 53.3%±1.7 44.6%±1.4

2 attractors 1,195 71.4%±3.3 68.3%±4.8 47%±4.2 36.4%±2.1 27.2%±1.4

Table 2: Prediction accuracy based on prediction difficulty measured by the number of attractors

impact on models performance, especially for the226

most difficult case. This suggests that Transform-227

ers learn representations that are consistent with228

the French grammar.229

4 Probing Representations Components230

Experiments reported in the previous section show231

that syntactic information is locally encoded in the232

context. In this section, we address the question of233

finding where this information is encoded within234

the transformers representation. To that end, we235

repeat the probing experiment of §3.1 with an ℓ1236

regularized logistic regression (Tibshirani, 1996).237

The resulting probe is thus constrained to minimize238

the number of features used to perform accurate239

predictions. Given the probe objective function240 ∑n
i=1− logP (yi|xi;w) + 1

C ||w||1 to minimize,241

we first determined the lowest bound for C such242

that the feature coefficients are guaranteed not to243

be all zeros, from which, we increase C evenly on a244

log space (i.e. decrease the regularization strength).245

Results Figure 3 reports the regularization path246

of the probing classifier. It shows that number infor-247

mation can be extracted with high accuracy (90.1%)248

solely from a very small number of dimensions,249

namely 90. Increasing the number of dimensions250

(by decreasing the regularization strength) only re-251

sult in a small improvement of model quality: the252

probe achieves an accuracy of 94.8% when all fea-253

tures are considered. Interestingly, when removing254

the 90 features selected by the ℓ1 regularization255

from the representation, a probe trained on the re-256

maining features still achieve a very good accuracy257

of 93.8%, suggesting that the number information258

is encoded in a redundant way in the contextualised259

representations.260

5 Discussion and conclusion261

To understand how syntactic information is en-262

coded and used in Transformers-based LM, we263

Figure 3: Feature selection by ℓ1-logistic regression:
probing accuracy of all context tokens representations

carried out two sets of experiments considering the 264

French object-past participle agreement task. First, 265

our probing experiments uncovered clear evidence 266

of a local distribution of number information within 267

the context tokens, even if the self-attention mecha- 268

nism allows this information to be spread all over 269

the sentence. Second, our masking intervention on 270

attention shows a causal link between linguistically 271

motivated tokens and the model’s decision, suggest- 272

ing that Transformers process French object-past 273

participle agreement in a linguistically-motivated 274

manner. Finally, we used a ℓ1 feature selection 275

method to study the localization of number infor- 276

mation within representations and found that if this 277

information is encoded in a small amount of highly 278

correlated dimensions, it is also fuzzily encoded in 279

a redundant way in the remaining dimensions. 280

Our work is a first step towards a better under- 281

standing of the inner representations of LM. De- 282

signing new probes, supported by causal analysis 283

and involving a wider range of languages, could 284

improve our understanding of such models. In 285

particular, our observation about the linguistically 286

motivated distribution of syntactic information in 287

transformers representations could be extended to 288

other linguistic phenomenon and languages. 289
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A Probing classifiers353

We used a set of logistic regression classifiers6 to354

investigate the way the syntactic information is dis-355

tributed inside the sentences. Each sentence are356

divided into three parts: prefix, context and suffix,357

as described in Figure 1. The input for all classi-358

fiers are the contextualized token representations359

built by our pre-trained Transformers. We trained360

one classifier per category of word and per part of361

the sentences to classify whether the token repre-362

sentation is singular or plural. To ensure a fair com-363

parison across parts of sentences, we eliminated364

the following tokens of PoS tags with less than365

100 occurrences in some partition groups: SYM,366

SCONJ, INTJ, PART, PART and X. Therefore, we367

have in total 11 categories of tokens in each part of368

the sentences, resulting in 11*3 probing classifiers,369

and each classifier is trained with three random370

states(i.e. random_state = 0, 20 and 42). The aver-371

aged results is reported in table 1 of the paper. The372

detailed results per category of word is in table 4373

below.374

Figure 4: Probing accuracy based on tokens PoS tags
and their positions in the sentences

B Fixed pattern probing375

To corroborate the observation of probing classi-376

fiers trained on all tokens representations, and to get377

a more accurate picture of how the number informa-378

tion is distributed within the context. We extracted379

two specific sentence patterns. Compare to the first380

pattern in section 3.1, the potential attractor noun381

in this second pattern is located outside the relative382

clause and before the relative pronoun. There is383

a noun modifier between the antecedent and the384

participle as in:385

6All classifiers in this experiments are implemented with
Scikit-Learn library. We set max_iter = 1000, and
class_weight=‘balanced’

(2) ...
...

conseils
advices

de
of

mon
my

ami
friend

que
that

tu
you

as
have

acceptés
accepted

...

...
386

... ANTEC-PL ADP DET-SG NOUN-SG QUE PRON-SG AUX-SG PP-PL 387

... 388

This pattern represents 3% of the examples of 389

the original dataset (1,936 sentences) 390

Figure 5: Probing accuracy at each position of the sec-
ond pattern. The bI (resp. aI) position denotes the
I-th token before (resp. after) the pattern. Blue rep-
resent sentences in which the intervened noun has the
same number as the antecedent, and orange, sentences
in which the intervened noun has an opposite number

The average probing accuracy reported in Fig- 391

ure 5 is in line with the observation in pattern 1 392

section 3.1 and shows a particularly clear trend: 393

the network begins by marking the prior probabil- 394

ities of the two classes (i.e. positions from b5 to 395

b3 achieve close to majority-class accuracy), then 396

it encodes the number information with accuracies 397

approaching to 100% before and at the position 398

antecedent. As the sentence goes on, the accuracy 399

score drops in the middle part of the context, show- 400

ing attraction effect on the 1-attractor group. Then 401

the network resets with a higher accuracy when 402

it reaches the auxiliary have from which Trans- 403

formers calculate the number of the past participle. 404

After the peak of close to 100% accuracy at the past 405

participle position, the tracking of number dimin- 406

ishes. This result also illustrates that Transformers 407

learn to recognise the number information of the 408

antecedents and past participle verbs. 409
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